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Anita blake series in order wiki

Published in details about Anita Blake: Vampire Hunter novels and comics a general calendar of events, a list of events introduced in Anita Blake's books, a list of YAABI and some other goodies suggested casting images for various characters in details from books we collected about businesses and attractions from books about various
preternatural groups in the anitaverse. Other Anita Blake related sites and links to other special things we found browse the growing collection of Anita Blake pictures of people who have worked so hard to put this site together. Don't you see one of your fave? Add Anita Blake videos to the page to browse the growing collection. Don't you
see one of your fave? Add it to the page! Every month, we ask you a new question about Anita Blake: Vampire Hunter series, and you can tell us what you think is the best answer. We want to start the survey again. Searching for suggestions: We're sorry about the historical survey results, but although the page thread comment fields are
open to all members, the Content Update for wiki pages is only done by invitation. If you let us know you're interested, we'll be happy to add you to our Writers group. If you want to join this wiki and help us send information to this site, please join us by clicking here to thank you for visiting AnitaWiki: All Things Anita. Threads for this page
have no threads for this page.  Be the first to start a new thread. Spoiler: Serpentine This article or chapter contains spoilers for the 2018 novel Serpentine.Proceed carefully. Spoiler: Sucker Punch This article or chapter includes spoilers for the 2020 novel Sucker Punch.Proceed carefully.  All books, short stories and comics, except Sales
Houses Human (Lycanthropy Carrier)NecromancerHuman Servant IndianaSt. Louis, Missouri AnimatorFederal MarshallVampire ExecutionerHuman ServantNimir-Ra Andria (half-brother)Josh (half-brother)Judith (stepmother) Mr. Blake (father)Grandmother Blake (grandmother)Grandmother Flores (grandmother)Aunt Mattie (aunt) Jean-
Claude (dear, master, fiancée)Richard Zeeman (ex-fiancée, lover)Micah Callahan (dear, Nimir-Ra)Damian (dear, servant) Asher (dear)Requiem (dear)London (ex-lover)Nathaniel Graison (dear, to call leopard)Jason Schuyler (dear, wolf to call)Crispin (dear Yiyú (ex-lover, to search for Black Tiger), Domino (dear) To call the Black Tiger
Cynric (dear, blue tiger)Mephistopheles (dear, to call the Golden Tiger)Nicky (dear, Lion Bride) Echo (dear)Fortune (dear)Magda (dear)Rodrigo, Rodina &amp; Ru (Leopard Brides) ArdeurAnimals CallNecromancyTriumvirate member Right-handed Ben Executioner, and I do not date vampires. I'm killing them. —Anita Blake[src] Anita
Katerine Blake, Anita Blake's hero and narrator: Vampire Hunter Novels, short stories and comics by Laurell K. Hamilton. The only episode in which the show has not been in so long is a short story called Selling Houses. Anita is a young woman living in St. Louis. Night job and primary source of income is the legal profession of
resurrecting the dead. As an animator, his job requires using his magical abilities to bring temporary life to dead bodies as zombies to interrogate them for legal purposes for example. He's not just an ordinary animator, he's strong enough to be a necromancer. This allows him deeper and wider control over the dead, including to some
extent even vampires and zombies bred by other people. Unlike most animator, Anita is also kept conservative as a preternatural consultant for the Regional Preternatural Investigation Taskforce, which handles crimes involving magic, vampires, likanthropes and other preternatural creatures. He is also a licensed vampire
hunter/executioner on his own, sometimes gives him a wider range of possibilities than the police at their disposal. Later, Anita is empowered as a Federal Marshal who expands the scope of her responsibilities but also facilitates her work in many ways. Killing a vampire is a murder, but there are legal exceptions. Because a prison can't
hold a vampire, breaking the law means a death sentence for those vampires and their accomplices, people and vampires. The search warrant also did not specify which vampire was guilty, making the vampire hunter the only judge, jury and executioner involved. The vampire hunter license for some people largely means that the rogue
vampire stakings the morgue after it has already been captured and restrained, but Anita is one of the best ones to do her own tracking and killing in the field. This earned him a nickname early among vampires: The Executioner. A powerful protagonist of the series, Anita is very direct and rude, and yet extremely competent in the
professions she is involved in. He is trained in judo and kenpo and knows how to use many weapons, including knives, but he is the most efficient with guns. As the series begins, Browning hi-power is her carrying gun of choice, but later in the series she switches to Browning BDM. Content[show] Edit View Edit Organized Anita stands at
5 ' 3. She has long, curly black hair that has grown to reach her waist. Her pale skin comes from her father's Germanic lineage, while her dark brown eyes and black hair are attributed to her mother's Mexican heritage. Anita is thin but curvy, short but muscular. It was also noted that the difference was busty, with a triple-E cup size. [1] She
wears size 7 shoes. [2] She generally prefers to wear long-sleeved blouses to better hide her weapons and large scars on her left arm and other parts of her body. He's got a series Wound. There's a large scar on his collarbone where a vampire went through it. He's got a cross burn on his arm. He's got a scar on his back from a stake
used against him and various stab wounds. Wolf Edit Marks Anita's inner werewolf pale, white and dark as a saddle over her back and head with cream. [3] [4] She usually has glowing or burning brown eyes, when vampire powers like Anita's eyes fill them. Leopard Edit Anita's inner leopard is all black and is described as gleaming black
and is like a dark shadow. [5] [6] He has dark golden eyes. [7] It is smaller than Anita's inner lion. [8] Tigers Edit Anita tiger has an inner tiger for every color. Pale gold and cream with golden tiger orange eyes. [9] The blue tiger has black stripes, dark cobalt, almost black is really blue. [10] The black tiger is all black like a black leopard,
with lines only showing off in bright light. [11] The white tiger is all white. [12] Anita's inner lion of the lion Edit is a large, large, tawny monster with a cat with golden fur and dark, orange-amber eyes. [13] It is large compared to Anita's inner leopard. [8] Hyena Edit Anita has golden brown eyes on her inner hyena as if she had golden brown
eyes. [14] [15] Family Edit Anita's mother died in a car accident when Anita was eight years old. His father remarried a few years later and he had a son, Josh. Stepmother Judith also had a daughter, Andria, from a previous relationship. The large family includes at least Aunt Mattie, Grandmother Blake, Grandmother Flores and great aunt
Katerine, who died when Anita was a young child. History Edit Early Life Edit Anita grew up Catholic, but did not attend a Catholic school. His formative experiences seem to be traumatized by a number. In particular, Anita never fully recovered after her mother's death. (In Smiley Corpse, when their mother is hysterical and throws herself
in a coffin, she's upset that no one protected John Burke's nephew at their father's funeral. When her father re-married, Anita didn't feel she was in harmony with her blonde father, stepmother, half-sister and half-brother. Anita clashed with Judith over her non-female interests, independence and necromancy, and Judith was always too late
to tell others that Anita was her stepdaughter with a Mexican mother. Anita's powers emerged during her adolescence, causing various dead animals to re-emerge and visit Anita's home. Embarrassed Anita's father asked her grandmother, Grandma Flores, to teach Anita how to turn off her abilities. Flores believed that teaching a
necromancer at the vaudun ritual would lead to evil and encouraged Anita to remain Roman Catholic. Later, when the Pope excommunicated all animators, Anita was a Bishop. Anita's knowledgeable biology at university, earn a bachelor's degree. When she was in college, her wealthy fiancée's parents convinced her to break off their
engagement because Anita's mother was Mexican. Hurt decided to give up additional sexual experiences until Anita got married. He raised a teacher who accidentally committed suicide while he was there. After graduating, at the age of 21, he was hired by Anita Bert Vaughn as a professional zombie animator in Animators, Inc. It has
taken contact with Ronnie Sims, a private investigator, and Catherine Maison, a lawyer who has both been friends with him. Anita was given job training by a fellow animator, Manny Rodriguez, who is also a licensed vampire executioner and Anita also taught the ropes of this trade. He got his own driver's license a short time later. At one
point Anita was associated with a bounty hunter named Edward, and two years before the beginning of the series (events described in The First Death) she, Manny and Edward were involved in at least one risky confrontation with vampires-a battle against Valentine and landed Anita in a hospital with her pack traction arm. He recovered
with the help of physical therapy, but he remained with a series of serious scars and a cross-shaped mark on his arm. Even after becoming a licensed vampire executioner, Anita is still, above all, an animator. In his first novel, we learned that he killed fourteen vampires before the show began. Nicknamed by vampires, the Executioner is a
reference to the fact that he did his own hunting, rather than waiting for law enforcement to catch the vampire. As this doesn't seem like a highly unusual practice among early licensed vampire hunters, the nickname is probably also a warning to underestimate him based on his appearance-everything was considered, even if he doesn't yet
have all that much vampire hunting experience under his belt. Guilty Pleasures Edit introduces her first novel, Guilty Pleasures, Anita and her world. Anita blackmails nikolaos, the master of vampires, into investigating a series of vampire murders. During this investigation, they learn that Jean-Claude, another master vampire, is interested
in Anita and gives him two of the four signs needed to make Jean-Claude's human servant. We're also learning that Anita can predict the age of vampires, but she can read Jean-Claude's age. Anita identifyes the killer, but at this point she's made enough enemies of Nikolaos and his subordination. Edward is a human partner specializing
in the assassination of supernatural targets, and with the help of Rafael. Mouse King, Anita Nikolaos and many of his followers kills. To his surprise, Jean-Claude becomes the city's new Master. Laughing Corpse Edit In The Laughing Corpse, Anita animators help police in the investigation of a number of murders in which key suspects
are, leading to an investigation into a variety of zombie risers. Anita avoids Jean Claude during most of the book. In the end, however, he tells Anita that even he will feel why he calls her strength. This means that he is not only an Animator, with power over dead bodies, but a necromancer, all (un) power over the dead. Damned Edit
Circus Damned Circus opens with Anita and Jean Claude discussing their relationship (or lack thereof). Jean Claude wants Anita to admit that she's a human servant; Anita wants Jean Claude to leave her alone. Anita meets jean claude's other vampires and hangers-on and meets a man named Richard Zeeman. Anita is contacted by
People First, a rival main vampire named Mr. Oliver and a representative of Edward: all want to know the identity and resting place of the City Master daytime. Anita initially resists, but is angry enough to tell Jean Claude about Mr Oliver. When Jean Claude finally decides that there are fewer than two evils, he and Edward help defeat Mr.
Oliver. Eventually, the vampire tracks were removed; Jean Claude admits anita wasn't his human servant. Anita also gets her apprentice, Larry Kirkland. Anita and Richard have the first date in this book. At the end of the book, it was revealed that Richard was a werewolf. The Lunatic Cafe Edit In The Lunatic Cafe, Edward asks Anita for
help in identifying the two killers: lycanthropes, who starred in a sné film. The area lycanthropes, including Marcus (Ulfric from the local pack of werewolvers) and King Rafael the Mouse, want Anita to find a serial killer targeting likanthropes. Anita meets other lycanthropes, including Raina and Gabriel, and learns more about werewolf
culture while solving these problems. The love triangle between Anita, Richard and Jean Claude continues in this book. Anita agrees to officially go out with Richard and Jean Claude. She gets engaged to Richard, even if she realizes they have serious differences. Bloody Bones Edit Bloody Bones says Anita went to Branson, Missouri,
where she was involved in a series of supernatural murders and disappearances. Let Anita's relationship with Jean-Claude take a big step forward in this novel. For the first time, Anita begins to see Jean Claude as a person, not just a source of information. Larry's role as a mentor is also further enhanced and he is forced to relive the
trauma of his mother's death. Killing Dance Edit The Killing Dance is an important turning point in their relationship with Jean-Claude and Richard. Richard, with his desperate While staying human represents anita's side that rebels against her dark elements, Jean-Claude, who has long accepted her demons and took their power from the
dead, represents the part that accepts them. Ultimately Anita realizes that Richard's desire to stay beautiful and normal has placed himself and others in more danger, and she tries to be able to protect herself from danger, at least in Jean-Claude. Killing Dance is also a turning point for the series in many ways: Anita considered jean-
claude's vampire maid proclam at the beginning of the book. Anita and Richard form a trio of vampires who, together with Jean Claude, accept the first three signs. In addition, Jean Claude and Richard announced their allies within the supernatural community. Taken together, these changes make it impossible for Anita to completely
separate her life from Jean Claude or Richard. Anita kills werewolf Lupa Raina and leopard leader Gabriel in self-defense and resolves some restless clashes at the Lunatic Cafe. Richard, the leader of his pack becomes ulfric. Anita and Jean-Claude become lovers. Burnt Offerings Edit In Burnt Offerings Anita is being pushed into the role
of the city's girlfriend's master in the press for public relations purposes. He and Richard are helping Jean-Claude fend off the challenge of the Vampire Council. Anita's metaphysical ties to Jean-Claude and Richard were strengthened during this war; he feels his monster in it. Richard confirms that he sees Anita as the lupa of his flock, but
they do not make romantic reassion. Anita is drawn further into the world of lycanthrope when she learns that the former leaders of the local direkleopars should take her place as protector. Blue Moon Edit In Blue Moon, Anita juggles as a leader among werewolths and werewollers as she investigates why Richard was set up by rape.
Anita and Richard renon during the book, richard offers to accept Anita's relationship with Jean Claude as long as She agrees that Richard is not monogamous. Also during The Blue Moon: Anita bought a magical mentor, Wiccan Marianne. (Marianne is not a lycanthrope but works with the local werewolf pack in Tennessee). Marianne and
her flock, Ulfric Verne, begin to teach Anita how to be a better leader. Anita's faith in God and herself as a Christian is reconfirmed when she faces down a demon with prayer and bible memorization. We found out that Damian showed signs that Anita was a vampire maid, and that Jean Claude was empowered by sex. Second, it causes
Anita enough fear to demand a break from Jean Claude and Richard; Marianne helps her temporarily to turn off her metaphysical signs to them. Obsidian Butterfly Edit goes to New Mexico with obsidian butterfly to help Anita Edward. Ted Forrester, investigate a series of supernatural assaults. To Anita's shock, Tedin discovers that it is
her fiancé Donna who owns a new bookstore. Donna doesn't know Edward's an assassin. Donna becomes a target by trying to stop the unauthorised (but profitable) archaeological excavation. Before this is resolved, Donna's children are abducted and abused. Becca's hand was broken and 14-year-old Peter was raped. Anita is happy not
to have children and worries that Peter and Becca will not recover. Anita gains a new power from the vampire Obsidian Butterfly, the first example of her taking on a vampire power. He's almost killed by another vampire; The signs with Jean-Claude and Richard weakened his abilities in closing him, making him more vulnerable to
metaphysical attacks. At the end of the book Anita was convinced that she needed to return to relationships with Jean-Claude and Richard. Narcissus in Chains Edit Narcissus In Chains begins with Anita's decision to re-establish relations with Jean-Claude and Richard. He discovers that his long-term separation has done significant
damage to many of his friends and allies, both emotionally and in terms of his supernatural powers. A number of complications arise in her attempts to repair this damage: Anita is accidentally injured but severely injured by one of the wereleopards and develops secondary symptoms of licanthropy. Anita develops ardeur, a rare force seen
only in vampires descended from Jean-Claude, after Using Jean-Claude to feed her. Although this power allows Anita to draw energy from lust, it also requires her to have sex more than once a day, at least in the early stages. In Anita's absence, Damian, the vampire maid, has become a wild death machine. Richard tried to resent
democracy with the hierarchical nature of the local pack of werewolths. Jacob, a new werewolf in the city, wants to take advantage of this chaos by planning to kill First Sylvie, then Richard. The eventual division could probably destroy the herd. A new alpha wereleopard, Micah came up with his pard of wereleopards and wants to unite the
bands with Anita and become his Nimir-Raj and his friend. Micah and Anita have sex within hours of meeting each other due to the unexpected appearance of ardeur in a shower scene in the hardcoer version. Anita helps Damian restore his sanity by taking on his position as Damian's master and accepting him as the first vampire servant
in centuries. He's also very close to resingucing with Richard, but after Richard used ardeur to feed on him, he leaves her and doesn't allow Anita himself to be used as a meal. Anita accepts Micah as her lover and Nimir-Raj. Micah, who seems eager to meet any desire of Anita, becomes part of a ménage à trois Letting Jean-Claude feed
on him. Anita admits that her romantic relationship with Richard is finally over. He is still lupa of the Thronnos Rokke Clan, but he also becomes his Bolverk. Anita herself is not a izleopar, but her closeness with leopards apparently means she is her animal to call herself a mainstream vampire as if she were. Anita and Micah are happily
leading their wereleopards and living with Nathaniel, who also acted as sang at Anita's pomme, nurtured by her lust, although she has not yet had sexual intercourse. Anita, Micah and Jean-Claude also act as a happy trio, but she doubts happiness can last long. Complex relationships and themes of increasing power continue in the later
books of the series. Cerulean Sinit in Cerulean Sins, Anita helps the police in tracking down a lycanthrope serial killer. It is complicated by his close relationships with the monsters that puts him in dispute with Rudolf Storr, rpit's president, when Jason tries to commit to a secure lycanthrope facility. Anita manipulates Storr to expose his
prejudice on tape; He's on administrative leave, and Jason is released voluntarily. Anita and Jean-Claude take Belle Morte to bed in menage a trois, take on Belle Morte, turn Asher into their lover, and therefore immune to much of Belle Morte's progress. Even more alarmingly, Anita begins to believe that Belle Morte is planning a war
against the world's oldest and most powerful vampires, the Mother of Darkness. Although Anita and Jean Claude do their best to avoid this conflict, the Mother of Darkness begins to wake up from centuries of sleep and appears to take care of Anita. Incubus Dreams Edit Incubus Dreams, Anita eventually goes into her own condo with a
SWAT team, helping police in finding a group of vampires who kill strippers. Anita has made significant progress in her metaphysical problems, drawing strength from the lust of others and learning that she is able to partially control the ardeur by ensuring that her other desires, such as physical hunger, are not fulfilled. However, he
accidentally creates another trio with Damien and Nathaniel, this time with him (not Jean-Claude) as the focal point of power. Anita's personal life unravels in a variety of ways. She accepts Nathaniel as her fourth lover, who falls in love at the same time, and agrees to renew their relationship with Richard. Although Nathaniel and Micah
seem to accept or want Anita as their only lover, Anita reluctantly accepts Richard's decision to date other people, allowing Jean-Claude to at least psychically begin feeding her lust from others. His relationship with Micah Edit Micah is particularly focused on the novel of the same name. Anita also continues to struggle with her recent rise
in power, trying to cope with the first ardeur Second, wrestling with the huge increase in their powers as a necromancer. Anita is now so powerful that her attempt to raise a single person has threatened to resurrect every corpse in the cemetery. A blood test reveals that Anita lycanthropy carries four strains: wolf, leopard, lion, and an
unknown strain. However, it is not a lycanthrope although it is a carrier. Danse Macabre Edit Danse Macabre sees a possible pregnancy threatening to derail her life, even as several guests prepare to host Master of the City in honor of the final performance of vampire ballet troupe Danse Macabre. Evidence is growing that Anita may be a
shapeshifter; It is not known if there will be wolves, lions, leopards or anything. She resists changing shape by giving her monster to a lycanthrope. Because she can only give her lion to a werelion, it brings her into more contact with the pride of the local werelion. Jean Claude and Anita determine that ardeur is seeking food: especially
anita's, Micah's, Nathaniel's and Damian's personalities may have shaped them to make them more harmonious partners. He is also banished by Belle Morte, and encourages Anita and Jean Claude, the guest master of the City of Chicago, to maneuver to feed him. Anita is surprised that feeding from the Lord of the City allows them to
feed on vampires and their animals. In her personal life, Anita wrestles with her jealousy of her lover, especially in the case of Jean-Claude and Asher, taking on other lovers. He also admits that he is a succubus and a vampire, he feeds on others. Harlequin Edit The Harlequin shows that Anita and Jean Claude were threatened by
vampire council practitioners. Desperate, Anita calls Edward for help. Edward comes on the same day and brings in Olaf and Peter (now 16), the last time we saw him in the Obsidian Butterfly. Harlequin police have several rules to punish vampire leaders, who violate malcolm's blood oath as well as resistance. It is modeled by the Mother
of All Darkness in a style made in Commedia dell'arte and wild hunting. It consists only of very old and powerful vampires capable of manipulating the behavior and emotions of people or young vampires and lycanthropes, as well as Jean-Claude, Anita and Richard. Under this influence, Richard and Jean-Claude almost kill each other, and
Anita must also be brought back to life over and over again. Anita keeps them alive by feeding them the first Rafael (and thanks to her all the scans in town); Belle Morte; and then, all the swanmanes in the U.S. via Donovan. Anita's second trio also provide healing energy to Anita and others through a five-person meal with Nathaniel and
Damien. However, Harlequin does not seem to follow its own rules, so the vampire is People can fight back. Edward doesn't actually kill a Harlequin, Anita does it through a psychic connection he accidentally created while trying to remove a kind of vampire spell that a Harlequin has put on him to track the movements of him and Jean
Claude's etc. After Anita feeds on Donovan, king of swan manes, they kill the vampire's human servant. They recover over time to face the remaining members of Malcolm's Church of Eternal Life. Not only are they successful, but they also determine that Harlequin members plan to seize Jean-Claude's land and not act on the council's
official orders. In the book Anita almost lets the Mother of Darkness become a complete flesh being by allowing her anger to inflame. Anita also leaves her former allies, werelions, to potential death. At a point where Anita and her other allies were injured, she wants sex with Werelion Rex, Joseph, so that she can get the strength to heal
without Munin. Rex refused because he was married and he valued being loyal to his wife. There were also rumors about Anita by the lions, who she rejected because they weren't strong enough for her inner lion. In a scene reminiscent of The Godfather series, Anita decides it is a betrayal of their alliance and decides to leave Joseph in
favor of another lion. Blood Noir Edit In Blood Noir things get even more complicated when Jason is constantly being mistaken for the son of the town's famous, Governor Summerland. Not only do Jason and Anita find themselves in the midst of a media frenzy, but they are also threatened by the complex vampire-human love triangle they
have been plaguing for generations in the summerland family (and most recently Keith Summerland). When danger and news coverage hit a climax at the same time, Anita and Jason are left carefully maneuvering around loads of drama and politics trucks, not to mention just trying to survive. Jean-Claude's reputation, the American tiger
population, Jason's family values, Keith's impending marriage and the governor's presidential candidacy are the smallest of the problems and only the tip of the metaphysical iceberg. It's been revealed why Jason's father gave him such a hard time growing up. Marmee Noire rounds up Anita for two days, causing her to have sex with
Crispin, a 21-year-old white tiger. Jason becomes Anita's wolf. Richard is released from the anger inherited from Anita, but instead inherits his version of Ardeur. Anita frees Richard from his anger and feeds on that anger. He's gaining the ability to feed in anger. Anita begins to doubt her feelings for Jason. A vampire serial killer Anita
Blake sends terrifying Leather Trade Edit From Las Vegas, he has to tell the local authorities in Sin City what they're dealing with. But it's worse than you think. 10 officers and an executioner were killed. Anita's going to Vegas. It's always a good thing she gets him back, because when he gets close to the bodies, Anita senses too many
tigers to ignore it. Tigers are very strong in Las Vegas. Marmie Noir supposedly meets her end in this book with a bomb that blows up her physical form. Vittorio re-appears and turns out to be older and stronger than previously thought. He tries to make Anita a human servant, but he fails. Eventually, with Anita's help, he was killed by
vegas tigers. In this book, we must also learn that Requiem wants to move from Jean Claude to another town where he will be far from Anita, and perhaps to be second in command of a city. Anita vegas is a member of the SWAT team who meets another 'living' vampire. Nicknamed 'Cane', he rening with memories from the people he
touches. When he touches Anita, he temporarily steals her power and can also feed on one of her memories. At the end of the book, we discover that a person can use his power to erase all his memories. Olaf returns in this book as US marshal Otto Jeffries and hints that he would be willing to try a 'normal' romance with Anita, but still
creeping him up for something to really improve on. Anita meets and sex (involuntarily, thanks to Vittorio) Cynric and Domino, for the first time with her being to call her blue and black tigers. In FlirtEdit Dating, Anita refuses to raise the wives of Tony Bennington, the grieving widow, and Natalie Zell, a wife who wants to take revenge on her
dead husband. Two weeks later, he is abducted by two lions, Jacob and Nicky, a proud member hired by Tony Bennington, who threatens to kill Micah, Jason and Nathaniel, and forced him to raise his wife. He feeds Nicky because of his disability and uses him to make him his slave. By sacrificing one of Jacob's men, Silas, he grows not
only Ilsa Bennington, but also the entire cemetery, and uses them to kill Bennington. He lets Jacob leave, and after his men come to rescue him, he leaves with them and Nicky. - Nicky (The Lion) Anita becomes the first bride BulletEdit, the main vampire Jean-Claude, the trio created by necromancer Anita Blake, and werewolf Richard



Zeeman Jean-Claude made one of the most powerful vampires in the United States. He consolidates power in his own right, and what do those who are loyal to him do in America? Morte did it when there was power in Europe. It almost belonged to Europe, and there were those who decided jean-claude wouldn't do the same in America.
Jean-Claude's reasons may be kinder, but as every lawyer will tell you, the reasons are important, but you're just as dead. The assassins are coming to St. Louis to kill them all. Anita knows they're coming. But just because you're warned in advance doesn't mean you can win. - Mother Dark reveals her ugly head - Anita kills Haven (Rex
the lion) for killing Christmas (lion) while trying to kill Nathaniel - Jade (Yiyu) becomes Anita's second Black Tiger - Mephistopheles, aka: The Devil is with Edward ass in Washington state in search of Anita's Golden Tiger, Hit List Edit Anita; They're trying to catch a serial killer who killed the Were Tigers nationwide. Anita and Edward know
that Harlequin, who is still loyal to the Queen of Darkness, is the killer. (Harlequin has been the law of the vampire council in Europe for thousands of years, but their real work was as the bodyguard of the Dark Queen. Half had broken with the vampire council and the mother of all darkness came back taking orders.) But they could tell the
police because they know that anyone who mentions Harlequin without being invited will be caught and killed. Even Harlequin on his side doesn't have the faces or names to give to the police because Harlequin met a masked man. It got worse because tigers in Seattle aren't open to the public about their existence, so when the police ask
Raborn Anita what they've learned, she can't even talk about tigers, never mind the killers. He's disappointed. Anita and Edward know everything and nothing to help catch the killers. Edward begins to think that the killers are a trick to try and lure Anita away from Jean-Claude and all the guards, so that the Mother of All Darkness can
either try her and take over her body, or kill her. Anita needs to feed the ardeur, so she's going to Alex. Before Alex got there, Anita bonded with a guard named Ethan, who said Kaplan had three colors, but Anita also feels it's gold. When Alex comes, he gets angry and hurts Ethan. In the interrogation after the fight, Anita tries to find out
where Alex's anger came from: she doesn't know. He could say that anger came from a vampire who could do it. He learns that one of the guards is a shapeshifter who was a Harlequin spy who was put in place when the MoaD woke up. Bernardo, Anita, go meet Edward Olaf. Anita breaks her wrist in the hugging, gun drawing and
disarmament scene attending this meeting. Olaf was taken to the hospital. Then there's a disagreement with Anita Raborn, but Raborn boss Clark tells her He's harassing her. Wereanimals brings a guard: Anita, ares, Nicky, Domino, etc. Newman comes up with the news that Karlton is desperate because he tested positive for lysantropy.
Anita goes to the hospital to comfort him. They're going to try to let the Evil of the World take over my body, Edward... There's a break at the hospital where all the men around Anita are friends with the women around her. Anita hugs Edward, who warns Edward about Olaf while he talks to Nicky on the phone. Olaf is furious with jealousy.
Anita needs to keep touching Nicky, and she wants to talk to J-C about it. He is kidnapped by Anita Harlequin, along with Lisandro, Bernardo and Ethan. By communicating with the werewolf who gave it to karlton, one of his captors, Anita meditates on the ardeur and tells him: I was told that ardeur was about lust, but my version was more
about the desire of his heart. What is it you really want? The part of me that carried Ardeur could see the truth from within you. Bernardo almost choked to death. They're cutting off one of Ethan's fingers, but he's an animal. Anita is questioned by Harlequin to lower her shields to accept the MoAD. They're torturing Lisandro, but Anita's
touching them to slow them down. A little more Harlequin came and untie him and returned some of his weapons. He and they succeeded in beheading some little vampires who hadn't yet ascended; It's not quite twilight. But then MoAD rises to a borrowed body, and by damaging Bernardo and Ethan, he'll lower his shields and threaten to
hurt them more. Anita lowers her shields, hits the D.A.'s office first, then with a force she's taken from a vampire in New Mexico, a force that sucks up all life on her target. He uses his connection to Anita J-C and Nathaniel and Richard, but especially the power of Ethan and Domino. Anita's power seems to be linked to her monogamy:
Love has not been made of boards, walls and furniture, but from hands to hold on to and smile to share, and the warmth of that body is surrounded by darkness. I swe in the darkness of the ocean with a raft of hands and bodies, and I didn't care what happened to all of them. We let him pour his horrible, lonely, crazy darkness upon us,
and we drank it with our comforting hands, our bodies that brought us all home, and the madness of having so many people, so much, but what we're going to give up, who we're going to give up, and the answer, in the end, wasn't just one thing. Golden tigers were the sun's power to bring life to earth. They were created to chase the
darkness and remind us that sometimes beauty and life triumph even in the darkest. It also seems bound to be strong to rise above one's negative opinions: In my head his voice kept the first note of panic, he said, 'If you take my power to you, you'll be just like me.' I thought, 'I'm not like you.' 'You will be.' The power felt so good, but I still
knew I was consuming the lives of two people, evil vampires, but still people. Not for help, but I prayed that power would not corrupt me. Drinking in his darkness doesn't make me bad either. One of the Harlequins badly injured Nicky and Olaf, but they can recover. Olaf is now a werelion and disappeared. Dr. Patience was nowhere to be
found; Edward and Anita had him taken. She leaves Anita a note saying she still wants to be with him, but she doesn't want to be a bride like Nicky. He wants her on his own terms. MoAD is now supposedly really dead, and its Harlequin is all either Anita to come or go on her own. Beauty Edit I thought I could get used to seeing such a
beautiful man. With a vampire like Jean Claude around, it's easy for Anita Blake to doubt her own appearance and the effect it has on those who love her. But a jacuzzi and two incredibly sexy men-Jean Claude and Asher-will make her feel like the most sensual-then female alive... Or immortal. Not bad for just one person... Kiss the Dead
Edit When a 15-year-old girl is abducted by vampires, it's up to U.S. Marshal Anita Blake to find her. And when he did, he was confronted with something he'd never seen before: children, grandparents, soccer moms - a horribly ordinary group of people who have recently returned and are ready to die to avoid serving a master.  Meanwhile
Anita must also deal with the fragile ego of the ancient vampire Asher, who threatens all the physical and emotional well-being around jealous behavior. Affliction Edit Anita Micah's distressed mother gets a phone call, asking her to come visit, because her father, Rush Callahan, is dying. After making the arrangements, Micah decides he
has to take Nathaniel with him. Micah will introduce Nathaniel as Micah and Anita's other important person. There is, of course, a need for guards like Nicky, Dev, Domino, Bram, Ares &amp; Lissandro. When Anita &amp; Micah arrive, they learn that Rush has been bitten by a rotting zombie. After a family conflict with Micah's aunt, they go
to her mother's house, where they meet their siblings, causing Micah's mother, Rush and Ty (Micah's stepfather) to have a similar relationship with Micah, Anita &amp; Nathaniel. While Anita and all law enforcement agencies go hunting current vampires/zombies, Ares is bitten by one of the rotting zombies. When trying to move Out in a
helicopter, Ares loses control and starts killing. Once on the ground Anita Ares kills, but a bullet passed to her, hit her, making her gain hyena. Jean-Claude comes to town and if there's a way for them all to get married, he wants her to marry her after he says he's going to get married. As Micah previously told Nathaniel, he agrees. He still
has the practicality of such a ceremony that is then put on hold when he is disappointed that he will not get a ring with plenty of lovers. There is talk of some methods of how Micah persuaded other animal groups to join the Coalition: not only speak and fight for softer methods of persuasion, but also for supremacy. When Edward arrives,
he says he's trying to set a date for his marriage. Asking Anita to be her milk man. They learn that Morte D'Amour is the source behind the rotting zombies. Anita's got him in the cemetery like a monster. For most people, Dancing Edit Edit is nothing to be afraid of in summer barbecue. But Anita isn't exactly plain vanilla-and nor her love
life. So it takes special courage to attend a barbecue thrown by his friend Sergeant Zerbrowski. Walking into a backyard full of cops and their families, with Micah and Nathaniel both looking gorgeous on their arm, it won't even be easy for almost four-year-old Matthew Vespucci to break the ice... Meanwhile Matthew has some problems
with other guys teasing him for being dancing instead of martial arts or anything 'manly', but little girls are very much taken with him since they all dance and there's always a lack of boys in dance groups. He be friends with Becky and Jeannette. Cyrus, who is older but no older than Matthew, is in love with Jeannette and drinks because of
her interest in Matthew. When Jeannette kissed Matthew's cheek at the children's table, it was the last straw. Cyrus attacks Matthew over the table, but Zerbrowski's son Greg cools the situation by pouring a glass of ice water over the struggling children. Cyrus is made to apologise to Becky and Matthew, but she doesn't seem too candid
about it. Shutdown Edit Richard and his new fiancée, Dr. Ellen Radborne (Anita bears significant outward resemblance but has a much more vanilla taste), three of them and organize a Saturday lunch meeting in a public setting with Micah. The plan is that even if Dr. Ellen needs richard that Ellen can't afford, that doesn't mean Anita's
going to steal Richard from him. Although Dr. Ellen was quite open-minded (or deeply-minded) aware that Richard had defeated both Anita and Asher, she must have reached engaged status and donated blood to Jean-Claude. Anita triggers an inferiority complex for the first time and reveals previously embedded prejudices toward
lifestyle choices. That's hardly surprising, considering that Anita failed to comply with Dr. Ellen's standards and Dr. Ellen naturally failed to comprehend polyamory or BDSM with more vanilla flavors. The situation is hecming with Dr. Ellen walking away and Richard not following him. Jason Edit Jason Schuyler is one of Anita Blake's best
friends and favorite werewolers. J.J. is his love of women, an old flame from childhood dancing at one of New York's best ballet companies. She's successful, she's beautiful, and she's crazy about him. Neither of them wants to be monogamous. J.J. is eagerly bisexual, with an emphasis on the female side of things. She plans to continue
sleeping with women because Jason doesn't meet that need, just as Jason can't meet his need for rough sex and bondage. J.J. doesn't understand why Jason isn't content with going anywhere else, and jason wants Anita to help explain. Anita's relationship with her only female boyfriend, Jade, is growing. Jason says J.J. can help Anita
with her girl problem, while she can help her with her kinky explanations. With the encouragement of several other lovers in Anita's life, she reluctantly accepts, and J.J. plans to fly to the city for an experience none of them will ever forget. Dead Ice Edit Anita Blake has the highest death toll of any vampire executioner in the country. A
Marshal who can raise zombies with the best. But since he and master vampire Jean-Claude went public with their engagement, he and everyone else have been Jean-Claude's fiancée. To some extent, it destroys your reputation as a hard ass. Fortunately, in professional circles, he is still the go-to expert for zombie issues. And right now,
the FBI has a huge zombie problem. Someone's doing zombie. Anita saw her share of fetishes that aren't dead. But the women who were sacrificed aren't just mindless, rotting corpses. Their souls were trapped behind their eyes, signaling voodoo of the darkest kind. Crimson Death Anita, Nathaniel and The Crimson Death Edit in Damian
began to fix their triple structure because they believed Damian made him sick. Nathaniel takes control of the connection and accidentally rounds up Anita and Damian while they're having sex together. Damian was raped, and everyone agrees. They all gain power, and Damian loses his in disobeying Anita's orders. At the same time,
Anita Edward is trying to help irish authorities with their newly discovered vampire problem and is eventually invited to Ireland Help in person despite your doubts about necromancy. He takes an entourage that includes Damian and Nathaniel with him, but not a single wererat. Rat is his first voluntarily earned monster (one doesn't sit well
with pre-there ones), and he has a deal to make him his pet to call him Rafael, but he hasn't had an opportunity to do so yet. Anita finds the Irish police's attempts to treat vampires like a medical emergency frustrating and finds her unnecessarily bloodthirsty but too helpful to send her back immediately. She-Who-Made-Damian aka after
they noticed. Instead of someone invading her territory behind the attacks, M'Lady is actually uneesting newly made vampires and attacking people, and Anita's group is struggling to contain at least some of the chaos. Later, when politicians take over and Anita does more to do, she goes to a hotel with dominoes to feed the ardeur to
regain her power. Ethan takes the adjoining room as their bodyguard, but it is impossible to prevent an attack by Harlequin members who have chosen to follow the M'Lady instead of Anita and Jean-Claude. Domino is killed in a struggle, and Rodrigo feeds Anita a little bit of blood because then he finds it funny. It causes Anita to marry a
clan tiger metaphysicalally, fulfill the prophecy, and make her the true heir to the Mother of All Darkness and the Father of Dawn. Minutes before she is drugged and unconscious, Anita succeeds in connecting Rodrigo as a leopard bride, through which her triplets' other two brothers, Rodina and Ru. M'Lady appears in Anita's dream, but
she succeeds in getting rid of it, only finds herself maced in M'Lady's castle and cannot use her metaphysical ties to call for help. Anita learns that everything from Damian's illness to the vampire invasion in Dublin is M'Lady's plot to bring marmee noir close enough to steal the rest of her power. Anita succeeds in resisting M'Lady's powers
but is not afraid of the fear caused by her sadism and hatred, especially after she brought Nathaniel and Damian and promised to ruin their beauty. He cuts off Nathaniel's long braids and leaves Anita and Nathaniel hanging to await their fate to raise fears. They manage to save themselves and destroy their protection, and the triplets help
them escape. His followers reach them from the nearby village, where he joins them after Damian fled on his own and killed M'Lady's animal. While Anita was able to raise the dead thanks to Ireland's wild spell, she was able to use the power of their trio to contain countless ghosts of the old gaol who had been vampires People for
centuries. M'Lady's human servant was also killed in a fight, and losing both of her maids is enough to eventually kill her. Rodrigo sacrifices himself for Anita, but Rodina and Ru come to St. Louis as Anita's Brides. The injured Serpentine Edit In Serpentine attends anita edward and donna's wedding and immediately goes off the rails and
falls into the middle of a strange case about hereditary snake likantropi and the abduction of women from the hotel where the wedding took place. Olaf continues and decides he wants to play Sherlock Holmes in Anita's Irene Adler. Anita plays together to lack better ideas. Sucker Punch Edit In Sucker Punch Anita faces a new situation
when she summons Marshal Newman to his new hometown in the middle of nowhere. Local law enforcement officials do not feel inclined to investigate events further, even if they are completely convinced that they know what happened, even if the details are incorrect. After the sheriff nearly shot Anita during an incident with the accused,
he calls Edward for further support, and Olaf voluntarily shows up. None of the cavalry has received traditional police-liketiti, but they have to find out who went to the trouble of setting up the crime scene before the time limit on the search warrant expired. Legally, Newman has until then to kill the defendant, not knowing if he's actually
done anything wrong. Newman signing the search warrant to Anita to make sure he doesn't have to do it, as he knows the man and believes in his innocence and has generally lost his taste in supernatural marshaling. Anita doesn't want to do that either, but if it's her, she can give edward or olaf orders. It's a race against time and the letter
of law, and Olaf keeps freaking out Anita as being her usual creepy but highly skilled self, as well as unexpectedly accommodating her attempts to have reasonable and consensual sex with her. She lets him kiss her, and her inner lioness still likes him a lot as a potential mate, although Anita manages to convey the message that Olaf
might be a 'cub-killer', which curbs the inner lioness' enthusiasm a bit. Even Edward concludes that if they don't want to kill Olaf soon, Anita might have to suck him up and sleep with him. He's not happy about the possibility. During the investigation, Anita discovers new things about herself. One of the witnesses has twin daughters, and it's
getting Anita to hold one of them, and it surprises her to enjoy the experience. He also reveals a new power when busy it allows him to neglect to eat, even though he knows how important it is to keep energy levels high. This time, instead of starting to dump Damian to his death, he accidentally seduces and binds a local stripper like Jean-
Claude without triggering the ardeur. He doesn't know how to do it or how to stop it, but whatever he did to God, he manages to break the spell by praying for him to come back. In the end, they're pretty sure the defendant won't kill the victim, and they want another person to confess to the murder. But the defendant can't see freedom,
because the probable brain behind everything somehow pushes him through the bars of his cell to attack his accomplice, and Anita and Olaf are forced to take him out anyway. He's not responding well to that, and when The Marshal's Service drove him and Newman away for not killing the defendant before, which would have prevented
further casualties, he calmly gets the news. Whether they decide whether the delay in execution is justified is no longer sure he wants to continue to be a legal assassin. She has terrible nightmares about the ordeal, often turning into having to kill her own loved ones instead, and for the first time is not sure if the job is worth the cost to her.
He is also not happy that the attempt to save Edward from being scratched by the accused has failed, and may have instead caused him to grab something in his own blood. Unusual for the novels of this series, take a few kisses and frisky briefly with the stripper directly displayed in this novel, even though most sexual actions, sex and
sexual preferences are addressed on several occasions. Personality &amp; FeaturesEdit Is a necromancer history with innate need and the ability to raise and control zombies, as well as power over other forms of immortality, Anita leads a complicated life. He grew up a devout Catholic, but later had to become an Episcopalian instead, as
all animators of the Catholic Church excommunicated. Her mother died when she was a child, and several members of her remaining family despised her mother's Mexican heritage as well as her unnamed and misprising abilities. Anita is boiled, and stubborn. Like Kinsey Millhone and V.I. Warshawski, she has major emotional problems,
is often the only woman in macho situations, and tends to come across as quite prickly and difficult. Like Spenser and Matthew Scudder, he plays the knight defending vulnerable characters who ask him for help. Anita also lacks subtlety, loses her anger, is un rebel, and tends to be quite hypocritical in many respects. Although she doesn't
agree, Anita initially has a deep disdain for vampires and people. Them. This partiality stems from frequent violent fights with vampires and their human servants in the past, as well as witnessing the death and misery that vampire attacks often leave behind. He immediately states the drawbacks, moral failures and responsibilities of
vampirism and sees everyone who advocates vampirism as naïve. He is called for his more sacred attitude towards vampires, and even if he likes to kill vampires, he denies it, but is accused of being a sadist in his practice. Lycanthropes is less strongly opposed to it, but initially he is afraid of them, and a few friends among the furry keep
his non-human tendencies as secret as possible. In terms of character and mental state, Anita shows signs of sadism and sociopathy in her relationships with vampires. He shows little pity or remorse in killing vampires or lycanthropes he considers dangerous. He sees himself as a monster necessary to protect people from much worse
things, but if someone else says things like that to him, he's insulted. As the series progresses, Anita is forced to deal with vampires and lycanthropes against her will as more than enemies and become accustomed to recognizing them as human beings, and eventually has to bend her attitudes. Emotional change doesn't come easily to
him, however, and he often struggles with dilemmas for several novels, gaining and losing ground, before overcoming the problem in question-and even then there may be setbacks at times when some event triggers him the wrong way or he encounters a new perspective that he hasn't thought through yet. Later in the series, Anita
gradually settles among monsters and, although she continues to struggle with the concept, walks away from normal people. After he becomes perhaps the greatest supernatural force in his near vicinity, and he becomes almost as biased against people as he once was against vampires (this time accepting his talents and alternative
lifestyle without understanding their inability or explanations), he still carried countless other notions of his insanity and how things should be despite all the evidence he has unlike. Despite her often harsh nature, Anita has more positive features. He often displays concern for innocents and victims and has a deep sense of loyalty to his
friends, even to the point of compromising his mundane morality. When there are fewer people, Anita worries that she will live as long as she sees her human friends (such as Zerbrowskie) as vampires. Despite her troubled romantic past, Anita is deeply and passionately capable of loving. Late The series comes as she accepts her
unusual relationship as well as her own emerging bisexuality, although she can't bring herself to have sex with a woman if a man isn't in bed with them (however she did kiss echo without any of her male paramours in Crimson Death.). Anita's growing powers and moral sacrifices cause her to worry that she will eventually be a dangerous
bad guy to fight; As a result, he wants some of his allies, such as Edward, to kill him if he shows signs of sediing into his own darkness. Abilities &amp; PowersEdit Anita has a wide range of supernatural abilities developed over time, both in terms of width and depth. Anita's powers include characteristic of necromancers, animators,
psychics, master vampires, panweres, human servants and succubi. Necromancer- Anita is one of the most powerful commercially operating animators. It can raise zombies, feel the dead, raise vampires in the daytime, feel vampires and likanthropes, predict power levels, approximate age of vampires, and resist the mental effects of
vampires (at least partially). Special separating it from other animators: Undead Manipulation - Anita's zombies look realistic and can fool the uneditened eye, including improving the sign of decay or injury. As that power grows, they really seem human. Resurrection - He can raise dead zombies for centuries, and you can do it without
human sacrifice in later books. Focus Energy - It is one of the few animators that can act as a focus to join forces with multiple animators. Vampire Reanimation - Bloody Bones and Killing Dance raises those vampires (in daylight) as if they were zombies. According to Jean-Claude, it's a rare skill. After raising a vampire, he can heal his
wounds like a zombie. Biokinesis - Book 14 he is able to heal a vampire from the first upbringing. Motor-Skill Manipulation - See the ability to control all kinds of undead each necromancer capabilities. In Bloody Bones, he controls the vampire he raises all day long; On The Blue Moon, Damian realizes he has some control over it.
Summoning munin - Anita is also able to search and control the spirits of dead werewolers (munin). She has a special amity for raina's soul and can channel Raina's healing abilities (Burnt Offerings and later). Manipulation of life force - Anita copied, apparently permanently, Itzpapalotl's ability to drain life energy from beings and use this
energy to heal other people (Obsidian Butterfly).  He used Chimera's life force to save his soul from his fading body, killing him.  Triple Member - Became a triple member with Anita Jean-Claude and Richard Zeeman (Killing Dance) when Jean-Claude simultaneously marked Anita as his 'human' and Richard as his 'animal to look for'. At
first the only effect is increasing their strength when they are together, and more by tapping. However, as Jean-Claude scored more points, he gained standard powers for three points, unique powers of triple members, and also powers and abilities of each other. The strength and usefulness of the trio varies with interpersonal conflicts and
harmony between Richard, Jean-Claude and Anita. Human Servant - Books 1-3 and 6 +, Jean-Claude has marked Anita with three of the four signs needed to make her her human servant. This gives Anita unusual strength, rapid recovery, increased resistance to the abilities of vampires, and almost complete resistance to Jean-Claude's
mental influence, as well as a psychic connection to Jean-Claude himself. At 12+, Anita gave her vampire maid Damian the fourth sign. That doesn't affect Jean Claude's markings. It is unclear if the unusual fourth mark gives Anita immortality. Telepathy - Anita, Jean-Claude and Richard are all telepathic and metaphysical bound. They
can speak from mind to mind, share dreams and rely on each other's energy and abilities. Persona Mimicry - Power Mimicry where each member of the triple administration won the personality characteristics of other members - Triple management members gained the power of others in different folds. Anita and Richard took different
forms than Jean-Claude, and Anita gained traditional vampire powers from Jean-Claude and her own wolf spirit and lycanthrope powers from Richard. It is not known what special powers Jean-Claude gained from the others. Supernatural Physiology - Anita developed biological markers similar to vampires and lycanthropes. Jean-Claude,
his connection to the two creatures made him feel more alive than immortal. Incubus Dreams anita, Damian and Nathaniel create another threesome with Anita as the center. Vampire Abilities - The combination of her necromancy and triple management membership has caused Anita to develop a number of powers previously seen only
in vampires, including the following. Power Replication - Anita is capable of replicating the vampire powers used against her or used with it - sometimes temporary, sometimes permanent (Narcissus Chains). Ardeur (Narcissus in Chains) (spelling varies depending on the book). Anita developed this power when Jean-Claude married the
signs between her, Anita and Richard. In later books, Ardeur proved addictive to manipulate the personalities of Anita and those around her, as well as some characters (such as London). The main source of many of Anita's powers seems to be ardeur, because when Anita powers Anita at any moment, new powers emerge. Blood Noir
Anita eventually gained the ability to feed on anger/anger. Jean-Claude and Richard can't touch him, so it's just his power. She is also able to feed sex/lust. Pain Inducment - Damage from a distance-ability to turn a person's aura against them, often resulting in cuts (Burnt Offerings, Incubus Dreams). Jean-Claude examined how it worked,
but he didn't have the talent. Anita has the ability and used their metaphysical connection to show her how to use Jean-Claude. (This ability has also been used against Anita in Bloody Bones). Animal Manipulation - To search for animals-leopards (Narcissus Chains), lions (Danse Macabre), tigers (Blood Noir), wolves (Blood Noir) and
possibly others. Binding - Power to connect vampire and animal maid: Anita has the power to connect a vampire maid and an animal maid. He accidentally used that power to attract a vampire maid, Damian (Blue Moon), and formed a second threesome between Nathaniel (Incubus Dreams), which probably increased his power further. In
Blood Noir, Anita connects Jason to him as a second animal servant. At the same time, apparently Crispin makes, a white tiger stripper from Las Vegas, his third animal maid, her tiger. Rolling - Anita has developed an additional ability to 'roll' a person like a vampire. It appears that you can only do this to some extent with your eyes but for
a person who is completely 'roll' he needs to feed the ardeur from them. This talent enthers you to Anita. Flirting Anita is a person who deliberately 'rolled' completely. Leaving nothing behind, the 'thrall' (vampire bride) now seems to live to serve her every desire. At the end of the biological Lycanthropy Edit Micah novel, during her
hospitalized period, Anita's blood test revealed that although she was not a lycanthrope, He is a carrier of at least four, perhaps five, lycanthropy virus types: wolves, leopards, lions (the result of his violent contact with panwere Chimera), and two so far unidentified but potential tigers (this could be as a reaction to the Mother of All
Darkness intrigues), snakes (as a result of being bitten by Chimera in the form of his weresnake), or lamia (as a result of the attack by Melanie). Anita is then infected with the werehyena strain. He wants Rafael to get him a rat. This is considered unusual because a type of lycantropia usually provides immunity to other forms and usually a
person cannot be infected with more than one type of licanthropy. This method of thinking, as of Harlequin, resulted in a rare cat fighting a new infection due to the lyantropy injection attack. Because viruses neutralize each other, this causes an infection-free blood test. An exception to viral immunity/nullification chimera, who had multiple
forms and use the term panwere to describe itself first (Narcissus in Chains). Anita notes that panweres are very rare. One hypothesis about Chimera's panwere condition is that each virus has developed its transformative abilities, as it infected multiple forms of lycaantropia before its initial exchange; While this contrasts with the deliberate
infection medical procedure used in harlequin. Another hypothesis is that Chimera is somehow contracted with a mutation (or cause mutation) allowing all others to live together without overriding each other. Anita may have inherited this mutation from Chimera. Knowledge &amp; Skills Edit Combat Skills - As of Anita's first book, Judo has
a black belt. He's studying kenpo karate at Obsidian Butterfly. He regularly works with his best friend Ronnie to be able to run the bad guys out when he needs to. He trusts Edward for most of his gun, pistol and knife training in the first place. In more new books he shines honing his combat skills and preparation with shape-shifting
bodyguards. This exercise exceeds many protections as it holds with or out of a few. Detective Skills - Although she rarely uses these skills in later novels, Anita has been involved with many investigations with RPIT and, in subsequent books, with the FBI. His police contact, Dolph, requires engaged in independent crime scene
construction to obtain a routine analysis-Anita's reconstructions that almost always include accurate and often missed insights from the police. Anita thinks like a cop and a monster. As of Cerulean Sins he now has federal marshal status allowing him to enter any supernatural crime scene he wants up, or pursue a vampire or other
nonhuman crime suspect across state borders. Supernatural Experience - Anita has a bachelor's degree in supernatural biology and is a trained vampire executioner. It also has a well-worn two-term history in the field of comparative religion. These courses often tell him useful information about other cultures/mythologies, and throughout
the series he learns much more about vampires, likanthropes and other preternatural] creatures. RPIT rely on him for information about a wide range of supernatural beings. Apparently Edit Novels Edit Comics Edit Anita also appears in the Marvel Comics/Dabel Brothers adaptation of Guilty Pleasures. Each issue contains about 40 pages
of the novel, adapted into a 28-page comic book. A hardcoy compilation of the first six topics with a new Anita flashback short story written by Hamilton has been released. Also in the 2nd issue story First Death 2 years ago is set guilty pleasures, it fills in the details of the encounter with Valentine and Edward mentioned in Guilty
Pleasures. Anita da In the adaptation of The Laughing Corpse and the adaptation of Circus of the Damned from 2010, both were produced by Marvel. Etymology Edit Anita's name is a pet form of Ana, the Spanish version of Ann, meaning preferred grace. It can also mean leader or cunning. Katerine is derived from the Greek name
Katherine, which means pure.  Blake originated in ancient English and means black; pale, white. Initially it was either a nickname for someone with very dark (Old English blaec) or very light (Old English blac) hair or skin. Unforgettable QuotesEdit I do not date vampires, kill them. - Anita (Guilty Pleasures) Most women complain that no
single straight male left. I just want to meet a human being. - Anita (Circus Damned) You don't volunteer for slugfests with vampires, it shortens life expectancy. - When Anita (Lunatic Cafe) Monsters are involved, there is never just a corpse. One way or the other, the dead multiply. - Anita (Bloody Bones) Richard was an alpha werewolf.
That was his only serious flaw. We broke up after we saw him eat someone. - Anita (Blue Moon) I was covered in blood, but it wasn't mine, so it was fine. - Anita (Obsidian Butterfly) It is easy to raise the dead. Love is hard. - Anita (Micah) I've earned my reputation, but if you've really done research on me then I know i don't raise zombies
for kicks either, or thrill seekers, or tortured relatives if you don't have a plan... - Anita (Flirt) Inconsistencies Edit One of the most significant discrepancies related to Edit Anita began when she first began her relationship with Jean-Claude, which began when her relationship with Jean-Claude first began , from any of the more usual
relationship milestones such as the first date or the first kiss. Anita's age doesn't match the timing of the novels. Incubus Dreams and Danse Macabre must be 26, but she's said to be 27. The Hit List states that he must be no more than 28 or 29 years old, with the previous discrepancy, but he is 30 years old. See the inconsistencies
section of the Timeline article for details. References Edit ^ Affliction, chapter 04. ^ Mentioned in Incubus Dreams. ^ Harlequin, episode 12^ Danse Macabre, episode 22. ^ Danse Macabre, episode 22: Small, stylish and gleaming black. ^ Hit List, episode 36 Describes Anita's leopard as a dark shadow^ Affliction, chapter 23: My leopard's
eyes were a dark gold like antique coins filled with life and heat, 8.0 8.1 Danse Macabre, part 22. ^ Kan Noir, part 38. ^ Skin Trade, part 34. ^ Skin Trade, part 29. ^ Kan Noir, episode 39^ Danse Macabre, episode 22 ^ agony, episode 67 ^ Dead Ice , chapter 52. 52.
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